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ABSTRACT

The Maritime Air Littoral Operations (MALO) Technology Demonstration Program was established to research and develop a Synthetic Environment to support the development and evaluation of maritime air operational tactics, doctrine and new concept, in the prospect of the integration of new equipment within the Canadian Forces Navy - Air component. Using two technologies, MALO is providing a Modeling and Simulation based experimental environment in which tactics, doctrine and new concepts for the new Maritime Helicopter and the modernized Aurora aircraft crews can be trialed, measured and validated.

MALO is developing two technologies in a four phases incremental build process. The 1st technology is a standalone physics-based simulation system, designed to support rapid experimentations, while still providing and open framework for models integration and support for external applications plug-ins. The 2nd technology is a distributed, HLA-based, high fidelity simulation to support virtual simulation experiments, and has a Computer Generated Forces capability to eventually allow for hybrid virtual-constructive simulations. This system will also provide functionalities for scenario building, entities customization, simulation controls, battlefield situational awareness, and finally data collection and analysis. Both technologies will be combined in one single experimentation process.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Maritime Air Littoral Operations (MALO) Technology Demonstration Program (TDP) was undertaken by the Future Forces Synthetic Environment (FFSE) at Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) Ottawa to develop a Modeling and Simulation (M&S) based experimental environment to support the development and evaluation of maritime air operational tactics, doctrine and new concepts1.

The MALO team conceived an experimental strategy within a simulation environment consisting of two M&S technologies. Both technologies serve the same technical objectives but with significant differences in the level of fidelity of the physical entities and their behaviour, as well as the way the systems are utilized by the

---

1 A military concept has been defined, by Schmitt, as “a description of a method or scheme for employing specified military capabilities in the achievement of a stated objective or aim [1]”. Schmitt also has incorporated a temporal aspect, defining historical concepts, current concepts and future concepts
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operators. These systems are being developed in an incremental process of four phases, with demonstration at each phase, and final delivery [2] to the MALO TDP’s partners, the Canadian Forces Maritime Warfare Centre (CFMWC) and Maritime Air Component Atlantic [MAC(A)]. The two main deliverable simulation systems are:

- A standalone simulation system to support rapid experimentations. This system results from the exploitation and integration of two products; the first, a Commercial Of The Shelf (COTS) application, called Satellite Tool Kit (STK) [3] from Analytical Graphics Inc, and the second is the simulation engine of Dangerous Waters [4] from Sonalysts Inc., a naval war-game with a strong capability for underwater scenario simulations.

- The MALO Synthetic Environment Analysis System (MSEAS), a High Level Architecture [2] (HLA) based simulation system that is using the US Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) Joint Semi-Automated Forces (JSAF). MSEAS will not only provide a high fidelity simulation capability to its users, but also the means to: facilitate scenario generation, provide the access to the entities’ models and parameters, to do runtime monitoring, both for the simulation and for the simulation infrastructure, and finally and most importantly, to provide user-specified metrics from the simulation and the analytical tool to measure the credibility of the employed tactics.

This paper introduces the MALO users’ community, and discusses how the MALO system fits into their experimentation program. The incremental project execution will then be examined and justified. It will be followed by a review of the standalone system and its objectives, the rationale behind this concept, and some details on its integration. The next section will be the subject of the MSEAS system. As - at the time of writing this paper - the project is in its mid-term, we will provide an update on the project development, and present the current MSEAS system, its architecture and its main components. A discussion of the future MSEAS system will expose some conceptual and architectural elements that might support the development of the final system, and we will finally conclude the paper with a few thoughts on how these technologies can be exploited.

2.0 CD&E WITHIN THE MARITIME-AIR COMMUNITY

The Maritime-Air operational community is comprised of a maritime component, which includes the various ship classes in the maritime fleet, and an air component which includes the CP140 Aurora aircraft fleet and the Maritime Helicopter aircraft fleet. In combination, the Maritime Air community manages sub-surface, surface, and air operations within the maritime domain. The maritime domain includes blue water or deep ocean operations, as well as brown water or littoral operations close to shore.

The CFMWC has the responsibility to conduct CD&E related to alternative maritime concepts, which includes alternative maritime air concepts. The CD&E process involves the investigation of:

- Alternative Doctrine;
- Alternative Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures;
- Alternative Technologies & Systems and their impact on operational performance and changes in required tactics to fully take advantage of them.

---

There are two reference specifications of the HLA, one from the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) [5], the organisation within the US Department Of Defense (DOD) that developed the HLA; The second specification is the world adopted standard, from the IEEE [6].
Ideas for new technologies, tactics, or doctrine can come from a variety of sources including the full range of operational units, headquarters units, acquisition teams, R&D units, and the CFMWC itself. Experiments have historically been conducted using live simulation in workshops or live trials using the real platforms and systems. These are important methods for experimentation, but can be costly and difficult to schedule. As a result, it is desirable to increasingly use constructive simulations whereby all entities are simulated through computer models, and virtual simulation whereby Human-in-the-Loop (HITL) simulation devices are integrated with constructive simulation in synthetic environments. Constructive and virtual M&S capability will enable the CFMWC to rapidly and incrementally study alternative concepts, with a process that starts with early constructive studies followed by virtual simulation studies (standalone or distributed) followed by live simulation studies conducted as and when required.

The Maritime community is in the process of introducing a range of new technologies and systems into the operational capability. Sample technologies and systems include the planned introduction of the:

- Tactical Integrated Active/Passive Sonar (TIAPS);
- SSQ 110 Explosive Echo-Ranging (EER) Sonobuoy;
- CP140 Aurora Incremental Modernization Project (AIMP) which includes a wide range of improved mission system capabilities;
- Maritime Helicopter (CH148) replacement of the Sea King (CH124) fleet;
- Victoria Class submarine;
- Upgraded Canadian Patrol Frigate.

In 1997, a review of Research and Development (R&D) projects by the staff of the Canadian Forces Director of Air Requirements (DAR 3) highlighted that the above list of planned technologies resulted in a planned increase in capability for which tactics and doctrine were not fully developed.

In addition, it was noted that while the Maritime Surface and Maritime Air communities had extensive experience operating in blue water undersea warfare environments, these planned new capabilities, and a shift in operational focus to littoral environments, would require research and development of shallow water tactics and doctrine.

The research, development, and delivery of an M&S based tactics evaluation environment were identified as an important evolution to the maritime CD&E capability, and as an important enabler to the evolving CFMWC community.

### 3.0 MALO PROJECT INCREMENTAL STRATEGY

The MALO TDP was organized according to a spiral development and evaluation process, with four phases and specific experiments to be conducted in each phase; the main deliverables from the project are:

1. A standalone Synthetic Environment Research (SER) workstation, delivered early in the project to the Canadian Forces Maritime Warfare Centre (CFMWC), able to support rapid experimentation of operational scenarios and tactics alternatives evaluation;
2. A low fidelity simulation environment based on the HLA; this environment currently support the development and experimentation of selected maritime air scenarios within the JSAF Environment;
3. A higher fidelity HLA-based simulation environment to support the development and experimentation of the same scenarios and tactics but with greater resolution and fidelity;

4. And finally, the MALO Synthetic Environment Analysis System (MSEAS), a more capable analytical M&S based experimental environment that will build on the previous system.

This incremental strategy in the establishment of a simulation environment is believed to be unique in its kind, at least in Canada. It brought several benefits from which we can mention:

- The delivery of a simulation system (SER) to the client at an early stage of the project;
- The low fidelity HLA simulation reuses some of the models that we have integrated in the SER system;
- Based on the former argument, we have concentrated primarily during the second phase of the project in the establishment of the HLA synthetic environment;
- The higher fidelity simulation essentially reuses the architecture and the SE established for the low fidelity simulation; the main improvements being on the various models that drive the sensors, and the elements of the SE that are considered by these models (entities signatures and their propagation, environmental conditions, etc.);
- The analytical capability is needed only when the high fidelity simulation is built, and will come in the form of an additional (software) layer to the already built system;
- Finally the Verification and Validation (V&V) can occur in parallel with the project development. As the whole development is executed incrementally, the V&V of models at a given stage will also serve for the models V&V of subsequent phases.

4.0 STANDALONE SYSTEM

During the first phase of MALO a standalone simulation system was developed. This system was intended to be a “triage” tool for the maritime-air tactics “developers”, as well as a potential tool for the Operational Research community, which is heavily involved in the tactics “Validation” process. In order to comprehend those two essential application domains the SER was designed to include the following functional aspects:

1. 3D and 2D views (platforms, area of interest, etc.) for situation awareness, or for mission planning and tactics elaboration, and for other secondary purposes (briefing, debriefing, training, etc.);
2. Ability to import the user own terrain data for the area of interest, which can include elevation and bathymetry. The tool shall also accommodate different levels of terrain resolution;
3. Rapid scenario generation is a required feature as the tool is intended to be a triage tool, which necessitates the ability to:
   a. quickly set up scenarios;
   b. configure platform kinematics, armaments and most importantly sensors parameters;
   c. assign routes to platforms;
4. Provide (compute and visualize) sensors coverage of entire search area;
5. Run scenario simulation in constructive mode;
6. Ability to collect any simulation data as: position, speed and bearings, time(s) of detection, probability of detection, etc.;

7. Open Architecture, which will allow for:
   a. The integration of external (user own) models;
   b. Providing external inputs to the simulation, as a control on a Radar (On and Off at certain times);
   c. Ability to control the simulation (execution, input and output), in order to do, amongst other things, Monte-Carlo runs; this would be the only way - when using faster then real-time constructive simulations - to achieve some statistical significance [7], that will provide the credibility for the simulation outcome;
   d. Integration with other software;

8. Accommodate the integration of Air, Land, Surface and Subsurface domain platforms with their respective capabilities.

Figure 1 displays a snapshot from a vignette simulation playback (in STK); entities 3D models have been magnified to provide and easier reading of the 3D view.

For all these reasons, STK was selected as the target simulation platform. However, although STK is very strong in the Air and to a less extent in Land and Surface domains; at the time of executing phase 1 of the project STK had no support for the Subsurface domain. We have consequently integrated another war gaming
tool with STK in order to remedy this capability deficiency; this game engine is the non-commercial version of “Dangerous Waters” from Sonalysts Inc., a naval war-game with a strong capability for underwater scenario simulations. Dangerous water brought several interesting aspect to the integrated package:

1. A very user friendly “Mission Editor” interface;
2. Programmable behavior\(^3\) for the entities;
3. The ability to run in interactive mode;
4. The ability to run a multi-stations (distributed, multi user) mode.

Currently, we do not exploit the third and fourth features as the SER does not require them.

5.0 MALO HLA SIMULATION

The MALO project was driven with the fundamental assumption that the development, assessment and establishment of warfare tactics necessitate more than an approach that relies on the use of standalone simulations\(^4\). Therefore, it was proposed that in conjunction with the SER, MALO operators will have at their disposal a high fidelity HLA simulation (MSEAS), based on the assumptions that:

1. A high fidelity simulation environment would require complex models that are used to simulate the sensors, and to provide an acceptable environment representation. These models are very CPU intensive and usually run slower than real-time, eliminating by the same the viability of virtual simulations. One solution to this problem consists in the distribution of the processing of the various components of the SE over a set of computers, hence the requirement for a distributed computer simulation;
2. Also a simulation system built on the most advanced technology for distributed computer simulations and one of the established standard, i.e. the HLA, would benefit the MALO system when there will be a requirement to interface with other Canadian Forces or allied nations simulators; The subject standard is certainly known for providing the potential for interoperability amongst various simulations/simulators of the same (HLA) type;
3. Finally, it is very difficult to validate a Computer Generated Force (CGF) behaviour, which will in turn question the credibility of employed tactics in a war-game scenario using a CGF. For this very specific reason we have proposed that most of the experiments in MSEAS have human operators driving the entities; therefore, the requirement for virtual simulations.

MSEAS SE platform

These requirements for the MSEAS guided us in the selection of a known CGF, JSAF. JSAF is a simulation system that can provide entity level units that can range from a single infantryman to more complex entities, such as a group of fighter aircrafts; it will model the entities physical characteristics (sizes, signatures, etc.), kinematics properties (position, velocity, acceleration, climb rate, etc.), and equipment (weapons, defense

\(^{3}\) Also referred to as the “Artificial Intelligence” or AI.

\(^{4}\) It is a very common practice to focus on one single aspects of tactics warfare, as the search of optimal dip pattern for a helicopter using a dipping sonar, or for the optimization of a torpedo model, etc., with very poor inclusion of other aspects, as the command and control, the sensors data fusion, the environment representation, etc.
suite, communication devices, sensors, etc.). Each entity can be run in a SAF mode, whereby the entity is controlled by a “behaviour model” implemented in a Finite State Machine. All the entities in a JSAF scenario evolve in a (SE) representation of real world terrain, oceans, and weather conditions that affect their behaviors and their overall capabilities (line of sight, speed, sensors performance, probability of kill, etc.).

**MSEAS Functional Elements**

MSEAS will not only provide a robust, high fidelity simulation capability to its users, but also the means to: facilitate the scenario’s generation, provide the access to the entities’ parameters, do runtime monitoring both for the simulation and the simulation infrastructure (network communication, computer state, etc.), and finally and most importantly, to provide user-specified metrics from the simulation and the analytical tool to measure the viability of the selected tactics throughout the trialled mission. Figure 2 illustrates the various functions that will be implemented in the final MSEAS system.

![MSEAS Functional components](image)

**Figure 2: MSEAS Functional components.**

**A Proposed Architecture for a High Fidelity Simulation Environment**

Although JSAF alone provided a good solution as a SE platform for the second phase of the project, it does not comply with the overall requirements for a high fidelity simulation environment. This assertion is particularly valid when we consider JSAF’s capability in the three sensing domains: EO/IR, Radar and Acoustics, which proved to be rather weak (at least for the present MNE-4 version). The three sensing capabilities are essential in the context of the MALO scenarios, rather than the weapons system or the command and control aspects for instance.

In order to provide a simulation with credible sensor performance modeling in these domains, that is tailored to the required fidelity-level for tactics investigation experiments, both the SE representation of the natural environment and the entities, as well as a better physics-based modeling of the sensors need to be embraced. This addition to the phase II “JSAF only” simulation would require the integration to the current distributed simulation of additional nodes; the latter would be dedicated to the modeling of the various aspects of entities representation in a natural environment and the implementation of credible sensors performance models.

Also, in the prospect of reusing these developments and to maximize their interoperability with future simulations, it is intended to implement the additional capability in the form of (HLA) federates. A preliminary architecture of a federation is envisaged for this development, as shown in Figure 3.
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For each of the three sensor domains (EO/IR, Radar, Acoustics), there will be two federates. The first being the At-Sensor Signature Federate, which implements a high-fidelity, physics-based signature and propagation modeling of this signature to simulate the appropriate at-sensor signature quantities that drive target acquisition. The second federate, models the Target Acquisition consistent with at-sensor signature quantities published from the former federate. Its outputs will consist in target detection, classification and identification behavior decisions to JSAF.

7.0 CONCLUSION

MALO TDP proposed an innovative way to develop an M&S-based analytical capability for the Maritime-Air tactics development. It is through a four phased incremental development process that two simulation systems are being built and delivered to the MALO partners, the CFMWC and MAC(A). These two radically different technologies are however envisaged to be part of the same experimental process.

The 1st technology, or the SER, is a standalone system, for use in a constructive mode. Its value-added is seen as a rapid “triage” tool for tactics trial, or during the early phase of a concept development and experimentation. Also, this system compensates its low fidelity sensors modeling and its poor representation of the environment, by providing a Monte-Carlo capability, allowing the users to have the statistical significance to provide for the credibility of the simulation results. This system came out from the integration
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of two COTS, STK and “Dangerous Waters”, resulting in a physics-based Synthetic Environment simulation capability for the Maritime-Air community.

The 2nd system is a robust distributed, HITL HLA simulation system. We have developed an early version of this system that has a similar level of fidelity than the SER. However, the next phase of the TDP will bring in an incremental way, the sensors fidelity as well as the environment modeling to a level that would be acceptable for the operators. As the core simulation engine (JSAF) provides only for a limited level of fidelity, we have already proposed an architecture that will serve for the implementation of a credible synthetic environment. The salient aspects of this new development are:

- Scenarios creation and management capability;
- Dynamic control of the simulation infrastructure;
- Better representation of the platforms signatures and signature propagation from the various sensor domains perspective (EO/IR, Radar, Acoustics);
- Better target acquisition models;
- And finally, the analytical capability to obtain (tactics) meaningful performance metrics from a simulation.

In conclusion, we have developed an original and effective set of technologies that support Maritime Tactics, Doctrine and Concepts in support of the Maritime Air community. The concept of assessing tactics doctrine and concepts, first on a triage workstation and secondly on a Distributed HLA-based SE, leading to thirdly, Live efforts, as required, represents a unique innovation that when coupled with a Rapid Scenario Generation capability on the front end, and an Analytical capability on the back end of the SE, effectively transforms the approach from a pretty picture to a robust Decision-making tool to be exploited across the Community of interest and the community of Practice.
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MALO CONTEXT

- **Maritime-Air Littoral Operations (MALO)** is a Technology Demonstration Project
- Undertaken by Future Forces Synthetic Environment @ DRDC – Ottawa
- Client and Partners are:
  - CF Maritime Warfare Centre (CFMWC)
  - Maritime-Air Component Atlantic (MAC(A))
- How the CFMWC and MAC(A) are going to review/develop current/future Tactics and Doctrine for the coming platforms (CH-148 and AIMP), and what means do they need on order to conduct **CD&E**.
Demonstrate and validate the application of Modelling and Simulation technologies supporting both constructive and virtual man-in-the-loop simulation and Synthetic Environments elements to facilitate tactics and doctrine development
What are Synthetic Environments?

Definition:

Synthetic Environments (SE) in DND are defined as the computer linkage of models, simulations, people (real or simulated), and equipment (real or simulated) into a common representation of the world.
Rationale for Tactics Studies

In order of importance, the CFMWC will need to be able to use MALO to:

1. Evaluate the ability to take on New Mission Roles (Littoral, over land, etc)
2. Develop Tactics for New Missions (deployments)
3. Develop Tactics for New Types of Equipment (Cyclone, AIMP, UAV)
4. Evaluate TACNOTES, MARTIs, ExTACs
5. Determine the Requirements for New Equipment
Project Implementation

- **Implementation**: Spiral execution plan in Four Phases, with at least one Technology Demonstration at the end of each phase.

- **Phases:**
  - **Phase 1**: MALO Stand-Alone SE Research (SER) workstation
  - **Phase 2**: Low-fidelity HLA MALO SE
  - **Phase 3**: Hi-fidelity HLA MALO SE
  - **Phase 4**: HLA MALO SE Analysis System (MSEAS)

End Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Oct 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Aug 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Feb 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4</td>
<td>Sept 07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase I – MALO SE RESEARCH (SER) WORKSTATION

- Physics-based modeling, fast, flexible selection and refining of mission and scenario configurations and batch processing.
- Exploits game technology (Dangerous Waters™) for Scenario Creation and Execution, and COTS software (STK™) for Analysis and Visualization.
- Use Computerized Behavior for Reactive assets.
- Runs on 1 laptop.
SER Simulation Engines (STK & DW) Selection Criteria

- Physics-Based Modeling: sensors algorithms, platforms kinematics, sensor footprint, etc.
- Open Architecture and/or Open Source: Integrate external models, provide for external controls, Standard Interface(s)
- Richness: libraries of models, details in models
- Accept (own) Terrain with Elevation and Bathymetry
- Analytical Capability: Coverage analysis and visualizations, MOEs, MOPs
- Entities Automatic Behavior
- Monte-Carlo capability
- Robustness (preferably a COTS)
PHASE II - LOW FIDELITY HLA MALO SE

- JFCOM’s JSAF as open architecture, government source available, modular SE.
- Addition of Canadian platforms
- Vignettes of composite mission scenario implemented for wargaming experiments
- Several laptops (HLA federates): Blue, Red, Green, White, etc. teams.
- Basic analytical capability
Simulation Engine Selection Criteria

By decreasing order of importance

- Well Established Computer Generated Forces (CGF)
- Support HLA Protocol
- Versatility in All Three Domains: Air, Land and Sea
- Commonality/Support by Other DND Projects
- Good Physics-Based Modeling: Sensors Algorithms, Objects Kinematics, Entities 3D visualization, Sensors Footprint, etc.
- Open Architecture and/or Open Source: Integrate external models, provide for external controls
- Standard Interface(s): GCCS, Link16, Link11, etc.
- Analytical Capability: MOE, MOP, MOU
Simulation Engine Selection: Joint Semi-Automated Forces (JSAF)

- From the USJFCOM
- Supports HLA & DIS (+ other interfaces)
- Selected as the Main SE by CASE in WIB, used in Multi-National Experiments (MNEx)
- Rich Environment: Platforms, Sensors, Tasking (AI)
- Fine Level of Representation and Access to: Sensors Parameters, Terrain Elements, Environmental Conditions, Platform Capabilities
- Realistic Representation: Entities Capabilities and Behavior
- Free of Charges
- Government Source Available
Phase III – HIGHER FIDELITY HLA MALO SE

• Builds on Phase II system

• Improve EO/IR, Radar and Acoustics modeling: Entities signatures, signatures propagation, target acquisition

• 3D Material-encoded high-resolution terrain DB

• 3D Material-encoded entities models
Architecture of Future (HF) Simulation

- **At-Sensor Signature Federate:** Signature Propagation, Sensors Effects, Terrain/Ocean/Atmosph. SNE
- **Common Terrain Data:**
  - 3D Material - Encoded Terrain DB
  - Atmosphere Weather State
- **CTDB:**
- **JSAF Federates:**
- **Entity State Data:**
- **Target/Background & Clutter Metrics:** SCR/SNR
- **Det/Rec/ID Response:**
- **Target Acquisition Federates:**
- **TA Query:**
Phase IV – HLA MALO SE ANALYSIS SYSTEM (MSEAS)

- Establish Persistent Sim Network
- MSEAS Front-end and Back-end development to:
  - Improve: scenarios management, Sim. & Sim. Infrastructure control
  - Supplement JSAF SE analytical capability with sim. metrics.
- Delivery to client
MSEAS Functional Requirements

Two primary layers in the MSEAS design, an operator interface layer (top layer) and a simulation system and software tool layer (bottom layer), integrated to form the MSEAS environment.
Currently, the evolution of tactics and doctrine is managed by a committee with workshops and live trials used to evaluate tactics.

MALO intends to provide new M&S tools.

An experimentation plan is essential:

- As a guide to the use of the new technologies
- To help manage the process of evolving tactics and doctrine in the context of the new M&S tools.
Composite Mission Scenario

- ASW and surveillance and targeting missions for MH and CP-140
- Describes representative series of events
- Details of mission can be altered to support development and validation of tactics and techniques
- Mission segments can be re-used in tactics analysis
- Developed through working groups with MAC(A) and CFMWC
- Reviewed by HOTEF
Experimental Approach

Composite Mission Scenario: Timeline and Visualization

Opportunity for tactics investigation

Tactics Encoding and Modeling

Synthetic Experimentation

Data Processing

Tactics Analysis Triage
Typical Experiments with MSEAS

Several Teams:

- **Blue**: MH / CP140 Tacco
  System Operator
  Advisor/Scribe

- **Red**: Submariner / OSA FPBs controller
  System Operator
  Advisor/Scribe:

- **White**: Battlemaster / Observers

- **Green**: Neutral Clutter (Maritime/ Land) traffic
War Game Layout

BLUE ROOM
CF Personnel, defence scientists and contractors brainstorm and provide commands to blue forces

Conference Table

CTG Vessels
Air Assets
Other Assets

Visualization

HLA Run Time Infrastructure

3D viewer
C2 View (Map)

RED ROOM
Threats

Smaller contingent provide commands to threats

Verbal Input to JSAF Operators

WHITE ROOM
MSEAS “Battle-master” Simulation Control, Data Record Analysis

VIP View

GREEN
Scripted Neutral Traffic

Defence R&D Canada • R & D pour la défense Canada
CONCLUSIONS

- **Innovative** approach for developing Synthetic Environments
- Experimental Process combines 2 technologies:
  - Standalone system (SER)
  - MSEAS (HLA Sim.)
- **Rapid and Flexible** Tactics & Doctrine Development Process
- SER has lot of Flexibility in integrating third party software, and MSEAS fosters interoperability with other CF/Allied simulations
- MSEAS is more then a classic simulation system. It provides **Metrics** for the assessment of impact of using: Tactic, System or Capability with various MOEs, MOPs, MOUs
- **OPERATOR can plan** EXPERIMENTS on a ROADMAP: from Constructive, to Virtual and to LIVE.
QUESTIONS?